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Casimir invariants from quasi-Hopf superalgebras
Mark D. Gould, Yao-Zhong Zhang,a) and Phillip S. Isaac
Department of Mathematics, University of Queensland, Brisbane, Qld 4072, Australia
~Received 4 May 1999; accepted for publication 16 August 1999!
We show how to construct, starting from a quasi-Hopf ~super!algebra, central ele-
ments or Casimir invariants. We show that these central elements are invariant
under quasi-Hopf twistings. As a consequence, the elliptic quantum ~super!groups,
which arise from twisting the normal quantum ~super!groups, have the same Ca-
simir invariants as the corresponding quantum ~super!groups. © 2000 American
Institute of Physics. @S0022-2488~99!01312-2#
I. INTRODUCTION
Quasi-Hopf superalgebras are Z2-graded versions of Drinfeld’s quasi-Hopf algebras1 and
were introduced in Ref. 2. The potential for applications of these structures, particularly to knot
theory and integrable systems, is enormous. They give rise to new ~nonstandard! representations
of the braid group and corresponding link polynomials.3,4 Moreover these remarkable structures
underly elliptic quantum ~super!groups5–9,2 which play an important role in obtaining solutions to
the dynamical Yang–Baxter equations.10,11
In applications such as these it is important to have a well defined representation theory. In
this paper we investigate several aspects of this theory concerned with the construction and
general properties of invariants ~invariant bilinear forms, module morphisms, central elements,
etc.!. In particular, in the quasitriangular case, it is shown how central elements may be system-
atically constructed utilizing the R-matrix. This construction may be regarded as a natural gener-
alization of that introduced in Refs. 12 and 13, to which it reduces in the case of normal Hopf
~super!algebras. However the extension of this paper is by no means straightforward and requires
the explicit inclusion of the coassociator into the construction.
We moreover prove the strong result that the Casimir invariants so obtained are invariant
under twisting. This implies, in particular, that one will not obtain new Casimir invariants by
twisting on quantum ~super!groups. As part of our approach we extend the u-operator formalism
of Drinfeld–Reshetikhin to the case of quasi-Hopf superalgebras. In particular we prove the
surprising result that the u-operator is invariant under twisting. This has some important implica-
tions for knot theory which will be investigated elsewhere. It is worth noting that most of our
results are new, even in the nongraded case.
II. QUASI-HOPF SUPERALGEBRAS
Let us briefly recall the quasi-Hopf algebras1 and their super ~or Z2 graded! versions, quasi-
Hopf superalgebras.2
Definition 1: A quasi-Hopf (super)algebra is a ~Z2 graded! unital associative algebra A over
a field K which is equipped with algebra homomorphisms e:A→K (co-unit), D:A→A ^ A (co-
product), an invertible homogeneous element FPA ^ A ^ A (co-associator), an (Z2 graded! al-
gebra antihomomorphism S:A→A (antipode) and homogeneous canonical elements, a, bPA ,
satisfying
~1 ^ D!D~a !5F21~D ^ 1 !D~a !F , ;aPA , ~2.1!
a!Electronic mail: yzz@maths.uq.edu.au
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~D ^ 1 ^ 1 !F~1 ^ 1 ^ D!F5~F ^ 1 !~1 ^ D ^ 1 !F~1 ^ F!, ~2.2!
~e ^ 1 !D515~1 ^ e!D , ~2.3!
~1 ^ e ^ 1 !F51, ~2.4!
m~1 ^ a!~S ^ 1 !D~a !5e~a !a , ;aPA , ~2.5!
m~1 ^ b!~1 ^ S !D~a !5e~a !b , ;aPA , ~2.6!
m~m ^ 1 !~1 ^ b ^ a!~1 ^ S ^ 1 !F2151, ~2.7!
m~m ^ 1 !~S ^ 1 ^ 1 !~1 ^ a ^ b!~1 ^ 1 ^ S !F51. ~2.8!
Here m denotes the usual product map on A:m(a ^ b)5ab , ;a , bPA . Note that since A is
associative we have m(m ^ 1)5m(1 ^ m). For the homogeneous elements a, bPA , the anti-
pode satisfies
S~ab !5~21 !@a#@b#S~b !S~a !, ~2.9!
which extends to inhomogeneous elements through linearity. ~2.2!, ~2.3!, and ~2.4! imply that F
also obeys
~e ^ 1 ^ 1 !F515~1 ^ 1 ^ e!F . ~2.10!
It follows that the co-associator F is an even element. Applying e to definitions ~2.7! and ~2.8! we
obtain, in view of ~2.4!, e(a)e(b)51. Thus the canonical elements a, b are both even. By
applying e to ~2.5!, we have e(S(a))5e(a), ;aPA . Note that the multiplication rule for the
tensor products is defined for homogeneous elements a, b, a8, b8PA by
~a ^ b !~a8^ b8!5~21 !@b#@a8#~aa8^ bb8!, ~2.11!
where @a#PZ2 denotes the grading of the element a.
The category of quasi-Hopf ~super!algebras is invariant under a kind of gauge transformation.
Let (A ,D ,e ,F) be a quasi-Hopf ~super!algebra, with a, b, S satisfying ~2.5!–~2.8!, and let F
PA ^ A be an invertible homogeneous element satisfying the co-unit properties
~e ^ 1 !F515~1 ^ e!F . ~2.12!
It follows that F is even. Throughout we set
DF~a !5FD~a !F21, ;aPA , ~2.13!
FF5~F ^ 1 !~D ^ 1 !FF~1 ^ D!F21~1 ^ F21!. ~2.14!
Then
Theorem 1: (A ,DF ,e ,FF) defined by ~2.13! and ~2.14! together with aF , bF , SF given by
SF5S , aF5m~1 ^ a!~S ^ 1 !F21, bF5m~1 ^ b!~1 ^ S !F , ~2.15!
is also a quasi-Hopf (super)algebra. The element F is referred to as a twistor, throughout.
Definition 2: A quasi-Hopf (super)algebra ~A, D, e, F! is called quasitriangular if there exists
an invertible homogeneous element RPA ^ A such that
DT~a !R5RD~a !, ;aPA , ~2.16!
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~D ^ 1 !R5F23121R13F132R23F12321, ~2.17!
~1 ^ D!R5F312R13F21321R12F123 . ~2.18!
R is referred to as the universal R- matrix.
Throughout, DT5TD with T being the graded twist map which is defined, for homogeneous
elements a , bPA , by
T~a ^ b !5~21 !@a#@b#b ^ a; ~2.19!
and F132 , etc. are derived from F[F123 with the help of T,
F1325~1 ^ T !F123 ,
F3125~T ^ 1 !F1325~T ^ 1 !~1 ^ T !F123 ,
F231
215~1 ^ T !F213




It is easily shown that the properties ~2.16!–~2.18! imply the ~graded! Yang–Baxter type
equation,
R12F23121R13F132R23F123215F32121R23F312R13F21321R12 , ~2.20!
which is referred to as the ~graded! quasi-Yang–Baxter equation, and the co-unit properties of R,
~e ^ 1 !R515~1Je!R. ~2.21!
Thus the universal R-matrix R is even. We have
Theorem 2: Denoting by the set ~A, D, e, F, R! a quasitriangular quasi-Hopf (super)algebra,
then ~A, DF , e, FF , RF) is also a quasitriangular quasi-Hopf (super)algebra, with the choice of
RF given by
RF5FTRF21, ~2.22!
where FT5TF[F21 . Here DF and FF are given by (2.13) and (2.14), respectively.
Let us specify some notations. Throughout the paper,
F5( Xn ^ Y n ^ Zn , F215( X¯ n ^ Y¯ n ^ Z¯ n ,
F5( f i ^ f i, F215( f¯i ^ f¯i,
R5( ei ^ ei, R215( e¯ i ^ e¯ i, ~2.23!
~1 ^ D!D~a !5( a ~1 ! ^ D~a ~2 !!5( a ~1 !R ^ a ~2 !R ^ a ~3 !R ,
~D ^ 1 !D~a !5( D~a ~1 !! ^ a ~2 !)5( a ~1 !L ^ a ~2 !L ^ a ~3 !L .
The following lemma is proved in Ref. 14 and will be used frequently in this paper.
Lemma 1: ;aPA ,
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~i! ( Xna^YnbS~Zn!~21!@a#@Xn#5( a~1!L Xn^a~2!L YnbS~Zn!S~a~3!L !~21!@a~2!
L
#@Xn#,
~ii! ( S~Xn!aYn^aZn~21!@a#@Zn#5( S~a~1!R !S~Xn!aYna~2!R ^Zna~3!R ~21!@a~2!
R
#@Zn#,












III. CENTRAL ELEMENTS FROM ANTI-ADJOINT ACTIONS
Given an ~Z2 graded! A-module V , we say vPV an invariant if
av5e~a !v , ;aPA . ~3.1!
In particular, A itself constitutes an A-module under the adjoint action defined by
Ad ab5( a ~1 !bS~a ~2 !!~21 !@b#@a~2 !#, ;a ,bPA . ~3.2!
It is easily shown that
Ad aAd b5Ad ab . ~3.3!
We call c1PA an invariant if it is invariant under the adjoint action, i.e.,
( a ~1 !c1S~a ~2 !!~21 !@c1#@a~2 !#5e~a !c1 , ;aPA . ~3.4!
For normal Hopf ~super!algebras, the invariants of A are precisely the central elements. This is not
true, however, for quasi-Hopf ~super!algebras. For instance, the canonical element b is invariant
but not generally central. Nevertheless, there is a close connection between central elements and
invariants. We have
Proposition 1: Suppose c1PA is even and invariant. Set
C15( X¯ nc1S~Y¯ n!aZ¯ n5m~m ^ 1 !~1 ^ c1 ^ a!~1 ^ S ^ 1 !F21. ~3.5!
Then (i) aC15C1a , ;aPA , i.e., C1 is central, and
~ ii! c15C1b5bC1 ,
~3.6!
~ iii! C15( S~Xn!aY nc1S~Zn!.
Proof: Applying m(1 ^ c1) to Lemma 1 ~ii! and keeping in mind of ~3.4!, we obtain ~i!. We now
prove ~ii!. From ~2.2!,
C1 ^ 15~m~m ^ 1 ! ^ 1 !~1 ^ c1 ^ a ^ 1 !~1 ^ S ^ 1 ^ 1 !~F21 ^ 1 !
5( XnX¯ sX¯ r~1 !c1S~X¯ r~2 !!S~Y¯ s!S~Xm!S~Y n~1 !!aY n~2 !Y mZ¯ s~1 !Y¯ r ^ ZnZmZ¯ s~2 !Z¯ r~21 !x,
~3.7!
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where
x5@Z¯ s#@Xn#1@Xm#@Y n#1@Zm#@Zn#1~@Z¯ s
~1 !#1@Y¯ r#!~@Zm#
1@Zn#!1@Y¯ r#@Z¯ s
~2 !#1@X¯ r#~@Xn#1@X¯ s#!. ~3.8!
By ~3.4! and ~2.5!,
C1 ^ 15( ~XnX¯ se~X¯ r!c1S~Y¯ s!S~Xm!e~Y n!aY mZ¯ s~1 !Y¯ r ^ ZnZmZ¯ s~2 !Z¯ r!~21 !x
5( ~Xne~Y n! ^ Zn!~X¯ sc1S~Y¯ s!S~Xm!aY mZ¯ s~1 ! ^ ZmZ¯ s~2 !!~e~X¯ r!Y¯ r ^ Z¯ r!~21 !@Zm#@Zs
~1 !
#





by ~2.4! and ~2.10!.
Applying m(1 ^ b)(1 ^ S) gives rise to
C1b5( X¯ sc1S~Y¯ s!S~Xm!aY mZ¯ s~1 !bS~Z¯ s~2 !!S~Zm!~21 !@Zm#@Z
¯
s#
5( X¯ sc1S~Y¯ s!S~Xm!aY me~Z¯ s!bS~Zm!
by ~2.6!
5( X¯ sc1S~Y¯ s!e~Z¯ s!5c1 , ~3.10!
by ~2.8! and ~2.10!, thus proving ~ii!. ~iii! is the direct consequence of ~i! and ~ii!.
The above gives a very clear picture of the connection between invariants and central ele-
ments. In particular, we have
Corollary 1: Suppose cPA is even. Then c is an invariant if and only if there exists a central
element C such that
c5Cb5bC . ~3.11!
A also admits an antiadjoint action defined by
Ad ab5( S~a ~1 !!ba ~2 !~21 !@b#@a~1 !#, ;a ,bPA . ~3.12!
We have
Ad aAd b5Ad~ba !. ~3.13!
We call c2PA a pseudoinvariant if it is invariant under the antiadjoint action, i.e.,
( S~a ~1 !!c2a ~2 !~21 !@c2#@a~1 !#5e~a !c2 , ;aPA . ~3.14!
Proposition 2: Suppose c2PA i.e., even and pseudoinvariant. Set
C25( S~Xn!c2Y nbS~Zn!5m~m ^ 1 !~1 ^ c2 ^ b!~S ^ 1 ^ S !F . ~3.15!
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Then (i) aC25C2a , ;aPA , i.e., C2 is central, and
~ ii! c25C2a5aC2 ,
~ iii! C25( X¯ nbS~Y¯ n!c2Z¯ n . ~3.16!
Proof: Similar to the proof of Proposition 1. Applying m(1 ^ c2)(S ^ 1) to Lemma 1~i!, we
obtain ~i!. Applying m(1 ^ a) to
C2 ^ 15~m~m ^ 1 ! ^ 1 !~1 ^ c2 ^ b!~S ^ 1 ^ S !~F ^ 1 !, ~3.17!
leads to ~ii!. Finally, ~iii! is a direct consequence of ~i! and ~ii!.
As an example we construct the so-called quadratic invariants. Suppose v5(v i ^ v iPA
^ A is even and satisfies
D~a !v5vD~a !, ;aPA . ~3.18!
Applying m(1 ^ b)(1 ^ S) gives
( a ~1 !v ibS~v i!S~a ~2 !!5e~a !( v ibS~v i!, ;aPA , ~3.19!
which implies that
c1[( v ibS~v i! ~3.20!
is an invariant. Similarly, applying m(1 ^ a)(S ^ 1), one can show that
c2[( S~v i!av i ~3.21!
is a pseudoinvariant. It follows from propositions 1 and 2 that
C15( X¯ nv ibS~v i!S~Y¯ n!aZ¯ n5( S~Xn!aY nv ibS~v i!Zn ,
C25( S~Xn!S~v i!av iY nbS~Zn!5( X¯ nbS~Y¯ n!S~v i!av iZ¯ n ~3.22!
are central elements. The invariants ~3.22! are usually referred to as quadratic invariants.
IV. TWISTING INVARIANCE OF CENTRAL ELEMENTS C1 AND C2
Lemma 2: Let c1PA be even and invariant, and c2PA be even and pseudoinvariant. For any
hPA ^ A , jPA ^ A ^ A , we have, ;a ,bPA ,
~ i ! m~1 ^ c1!~1 ^ S !~hD~a !!5e~a !m~1 ^ c1!~1 ^ S !h ,
~ ii ! m~1 ^ c2!~S ^ 1 !~D~a !h!5e~a !m~1 ^ c2!~SJ1 !h ,
~4.1!
~ iii ! m~m ^ c1 ^ c2!~1 ^ S ^ 1 !@~1 ^ D~a !!j~D~b ! ^ 1 !#
5e~a !e~b !m~m ^ 1 !~1 ^ c1 ^ c2!~1 ^ S ^ 1 !j ,
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~ iv ! m~m ^ c2 ^ c1!~S ^ 1 ^ S !@~D~a ! ^ 1 !j~1 ^ D~b !!#
5e~a !e~b !m~m ^ 1 !~1 ^ c2 ^ c1!~S ^ 1 ^ S !j .
The proof of this lemma is a straightforward computation, which we omit.
Lemma 3:
c1
F5m~1 ^ c1!~1 ^ S !F5( f ic1S~ f i!,
c2
F5m~1 ^ c2!~S ^ 1 !F215( S~ f¯i!c2 f¯i, ~4.2!
are invariant and pseudoinvariant, respectively, under the twisted structure DF(a)
5FD(a)F21, ;aPA .
Proof: Write
DF~a !5( a ~1 !F ^ a ~2 !F 5F( a ~1 ! ^ a ~2 !F21. ~4.3!
Then, ;aPA ,
( S~a ~1 !F !c2Fa ~2 !F 5( S~ f ia ~1 ! f¯ j!S~ f¯k!c2 f¯k f ia ~2 ! f¯ j~21 !@ f
i#~@a~1 !#1@ f¯ j# !1@a~2 !#@ f¯ j#
5( S~ f¯ j!S~a ~1 !!S~ f¯k f i!c2 f¯k f¯ia ~2 ! f¯ j~21 !@ f i#@ f
¯
k#1@a#@ f¯ j#
5( S~ f¯ j!S~a ~1 !!e~F21F !c2a ~2 ! f¯ j~21 !@a#@ f
¯ j#
by ~3.14!
5e~a !( S~ f¯ j!c2 f¯ j5e~a !c2F . ~4.4!
Similarly, one can prove Sa (1)
F
c1
FS(a (2)F )5e(a)c1F , ;aPA .
We thus arrive at the following central elements induced by twisting with F:
C1
F5( S~XnF!aFY nFc1FS~ZnF!5m~m ^ 1 !~1 ^ aF ^ c1F!~S ^ 1 ^ S !FF ,
~4.5!
C2
F5( S~XnF!c2FY nFbFS~ZnF!5m~m ^ 1 !~1 ^ c2F ^ bF!~S ^ 1 ^ S !FF ,
which corresponds to ~3.6! and ~3.15!, respectively. Here aF and bF are the twisted canonical
elements given in ~2.15!.
Theorem 3: The central elements (4.5) induced by twisting with F coincide precisely with the
central elements C1 , C2 defined by (3.6) and (3.15), respectively. In other words, the central
elements C1 and C2 are invariant under twisting.
To prove this theorem, we first notice
Lemma 4: For any elements hPA ^ A and jPA ^ A ^ A ,
~ i ! m~1 ^ c1F!~1 ^ S !h5m~1 ^ c1!~1 ^ S !~hF !,
~ ii ! m~1 ^ c2F!~S ^ 1 !h5m~1 ^ c2!~S ^ 1 !~F21h!,
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~4.6!
~ iii ! m~m ^ 1 !~1 ^ c1F ^ c2F!~1 ^ S ^ 1 !j
5m~m ^ 1 !~1 ^ c1 ^ c2!~1 ^ S ^ 1 !@~1 ^ F21!j~F ^ 1 !# ,
~ iv ! m~m ^ 1 !~1 ^ c2F ^ c1F!~S ^ 1 ^ S !j
5m~m ^ 1 !~1 ^ c2 ^ c1!~S ^ 1 ^ S !@~F21 ^ 1 !j~1 ^ F !# .
This lemma is proven by direct computation. Now with the help of ~2.14!, lemmas 3 and 4 and
using the obvious fact that b, a are invariant and pseudoinvariant of A, respectively, one can easily
show that indeed C1
F5C1 and C2
F5C2 .
For the quadratic-type invariants ~3.20! and ~3.21!, we have the central elements @cf. ~3.22!#,
C15( S~Xn!aY nv ibS~v i!S~Zn!5m~m ^ 1 !~S ^ a ^ bS !@F~1 ^ v!# ,
~4.7!
C25( S~Xn!S~v i!av iY nbS~Zn!5m~m ^ 1 !~S ^ a ^ bS !@~v ^ 1 !F# .
By ~4.2! and Lemma 4~i!~ii!, one has
c1
F5( f jc1S~ f j!5m~1 ^ bS !~Fv!5m~1 ^ bFS !vF ,
~4.8!
c2
F5( S~ f¯ jc2 f¯ j5m~S ^ a!~vF21!5m~S ^ aF!vF ,
where
vF5FvF21, ~4.9!
obviously commutes with the action of the twisted coproduct DF :DF(a)vF5vFDF(a), ;a
PA . In this notation, we have central elements
C1
F5m~m ^ 1 !~1 ^ aF ^ bF!~S ^ 1 ^ S !@FF~1 ^ vF!# ,
~4.10!
C2
F5m~m ^ 1 !~1 ^ aF ^ bF!~S ^ 1 ^ S !@~vF ^ 1 !FF# ,
which, as a corollary of Theorem 3, reduce to C1 and C2 defined in ~4.7!, respectively, indepen-
dent of the twist applied.
In the case that A is quasitriangular with the universal R-matrix R, where D(a)RTR




, mPZ, which are invariant under twisting.
V. INVARIANT BILINEAR FORMS AND INVARIANT FORMS
Let V , W be two ~graded! A-modules, and l (V ,W) the space of vector space maps ~i.e., linear
maps! from V to W. We make l (V ,W) into a ~graded! A-module with the definition
~a f !~v !5( a ~1 ! f ~S~a ~2 !!v !~21 !@ f #@a~2 !#, ;aPA , vPV , f Pl~V ,W !. ~5.1!
We call f invariant if a f 5e(a) f , ;aPA . Or equivalently, ;aPA , vPV ,
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( a ~1 ! f ~S~a ~2 !v !~21 !@ f #@a~2 !#5e~a ! f ~v !. ~5.2!
In the case of normal Hopf ~super!algebras, such invariants correspond precisely to A-module
homomorphisms, provided they are even. This is not the case for quasi-Hopf ~super!algebras.
Nevertheless, there is a close connection between such invariants and A-module homomorphisms.
Proposition 3: Suppose f Pl (V ,W) is even and invariant. Set
f˜~v !5( S~Xn!aY n f ~S~Zn!v !, ;vPV . ~5.3!
Then (i) f˜Pl (V ,W) is an A-module homomorphism, and
~ ii ! b f˜~v !5 f ~v !, ;vPV ,
~5.4!
~ iii ! f˜~v !5( X¯ n f ~S~Y¯ n!aZ¯ nv !, ;vPV .
Proof: Applying m(1 ^ S) to Lemma 1~ii! and using ~5.2!, one derives,
f˜~S~a !v !5S~a ! f˜~v !, ;aPA , vPV . ~5.5!
Thus f˜ is an A-module homomorphism. This proves ~i!. As for ~ii!, note
f˜~v !5m~m ^ 1 !~S ^ a ^ f S !F~1 ^ 1 ^ v !. ~5.6!
Then by ~2.2!,
1 ^ f˜~v !5( X¯ nX¯ mXs~1 !Xr ^ S~Y r!S~Xs~2 !!S~Y¯ m!S~Y¯ n~1 !!aY¯ n~2 !)Z¯ mY sZr~1 !
 f ~S~Zr~2 !!S~Zs!S~Z¯ n!v !~21 !y, ~5.7!
where
y5~@Xs#1@Zr#!~@X¯ n#1@X¯ m#!1@Xs
~2 !#@Zr#1@Z¯ n#@Xs#1@X¯ m#@Y¯ n1@Zr#@Xs# . ~5.8!
By ~2.5! and ~5.2!,
1 ^ f˜~v !5( X¯ nX¯ mXs~1 !Xr ^ S~Y r!S~Xs~2 !!S~Y¯ m!e~Y¯ n!aZ¯ mY se~Zr! f ~S~Zs!S~Z¯ n!v !~21 !y,
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5~1 ^ m !~1 ^ 1 ^ f S !( ~X¯ n ^ e~Y¯ n! ^ Z¯ n!~X¯ mXs~1 ! ^ S~Xs~2 !!S~Y¯ m!aZmY s ^ Zsv !~21 !@Xs#@X¯ m#




Applying m(1 ^ b) gives
b f˜~v !5( X¯ mXs~1 !bS~Xs~2 !!S~Y¯ m!aZmY s f ~S~Zs!v !~21 !@Xs#@X
¯
m#




5( e~Xs!Y s f ~S~Zs!v !5 f ~v !, ~5.10!
by ~2.7! and ~2.10!, which proves ~ii!. ~iii! is a direct consequence of ~ii! and ~i!.
In the special case where W5C is one-dimensional, we obtain the dual space V*5l(V ,C)
which thus becomes a graded A-module with the definition,
a f ~v !5( e~a ~1 !! f ~S~a ~2 !!v !~21 !@ f #@a~2 !#5~21 !@ f #@a# f ~S~a !v !, ;aPA , vPV , f PV*.
~5.11!
We note that f PV* is an A-invariant if and only if
e~a ! f ~v !5a f ~v !5~21 !@ f #@a# f ~S~a !v !, ;aPA , ~5.12!
or equivalently, since e(a)50 if @a#51 and e(S21(a))5e(a),
e~a ! f ~v !5~S21 f !~v !5 f ~av !5 , ;aPA . ~5.13!
A bilinear form ~ , ! on V and W is equivalent to an element jP(V ^ W)* defined by
j~v ^ w !5~v ,w !, ;vPV , wPW . ~5.14!
We say the form is invariant if j is invariant. From ~5.13! this is equivalent to
e~a !j~v ^ w !5j~D~a !~v ^ w !!5( j~a ~1 !v ^ a ~2 !w !~21 !@v#@a~2 !#, ;aPA . ~5.15!
Thus a bilinear form is invariant iff
( ~a ~1 !v ,a ~2 !w !~21 !@v#@a~2 !#5e~a !~v ,w !, ;aPA , vPV , wPW . ~5.16!
In particular, a bilinear form ~ , ! on A itself is called invariant iff
( ~Ad a ~1 !b ,Ad a ~2 !c !~21 !@b#@a~2 !#5e~a !~b ,c !, ;a ,b ,cPA . ~5.17!
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Of particular interest are linear forms on A which correspond to elements j of A*. Such a
linear form j is called invariant if it is an invariant element of A*, i.e., aj5e(a)j , ;aPA .
Equivalently, jPA* is called an invariant linear form on A* if
j~Ad ab !5~S21~a !j!~b !5e~a !j~b !, ;a ,bPA . ~5.18!
A linear form jPA* is called pseudoinvariant if
j~Ad ab !5e~a !j~b !, ;a ,bPA . ~5.19!
Summarizing, jPA* is called a pseudoinvariant linear form on A if
( j~S~a ~1 !!ba ~2 !!~21 !@b#@a~1 !#5e~a !j~b !, ;a ,bPA , ~5.20!
and an invariant linear form on A if
( j~a ~1 !bS~a ~2 !!!~21 !@b#@a~2 !#5e~a !j~b !, ;a ,bPA . ~5.21!
It is easily seen that given any ~graded! A-module V , the even invariants of V*5l(V ,C) corre-
spond precisely with the A-module homomorphisms f PV*. Thus the even invariant forms on A
correspond to A-module homomorphisms jPA*, regarding A as a module under the adjoint
actions.
VI. CASIMIR INVARIANTS FROM INVARIANT FORMS
We now investigate the construction of central elements utilizing invariant and pseudoinvari-
ant linear forms on A. In the case A is quasitriangular, we shall see how such central elements may
be constructed, corresponding to any finite dimensional A-module, utilizing the universal
R-matrix.
Proposition 4: Suppose u5Sai ^ bi ^ ciPA ^ 3 obeys
~1 ^ D!D~a !u5u~1 ^ D!D~a !, ;aPA . ~6.1!
If jPA* is an even invariant form, then
C5~1 ^ j!~1 ^ m !~1 ^ 1 ^ bS !u5( aij~bibS~ci!! ~6.2!
is a central element. Similarly if u¯5Sa¯ i ^ b¯ i ^ c¯ iPA ^ 3 satisfies
u¯ ~D ^ 1 !D~a !5~D ^ 1 !D~a !u¯ , ;aPA , ~6.3!
and j¯PA* is an even pseudoinvariant form then
C¯ 5~j¯ ^ 1 !~m ^ 1 !~S ^ a ^ 1 !u¯5( j¯~S~ a¯ i!ab¯ i!c¯ i ~6.4!
is a central element.
Proof: Applying (1 ^ m)(1 ^ 1 ^ bS) to ~6.1!, one has
l.h.s.5( a ~1 !ai ^ Ad a ~2 !~bibS~ci!!~21 !@ai#@a~2 !#,
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5( aia ~1 !e~a ~2 !! ^ bibS~ci!~21 !@a#~@bi#1@ci# !
by ~2.6!
5( aia ^ bibS~ci!~21 !@a#~@bi#1@ci# !. ~6.5!
by ~2.3!.
Applying (1 ^ j) gives
l.h.s.5( a ~1 !ai ^ j~Ad a ~2 !~bibS~ci!!!~21 !@ai#@a~2 !#
5( ~a ~1 !aij~Ad a ~2 !~bibS~ci!!! ^ 1 !~21 !@ai#@a~2 !#
5( a ~1 !aie~a ~2 !!j~bibS~ci!! ^ 15aC ^ 1,
by ~5.18! and ~2.3!,
r.h.s.5( aia ^ j~bibS~ci!!~21 !@a#~@bi#1@ci# !
5( aiaj~bibS~ci!! ^ 15Ca ^ 1, ~6.6!
where in the second last equality we have used the fact that j is even, i.e., j(a)50 if @a#51. This
proves the first part of the proposition. The second part can be proved in a similar way.
It is easily shown that
u5F21~v ^ 1 !F , u¯5F~1 ^ v!F21 ~6.7!
satisfy ~6.1! and ~6.3!, respectively. Thus as a corollary of Proposition 4 we have the central
elements,







5~1 ^ j!~1 ^ m !~1 ^ 1 ^ bS !@F21~v ^ 1 !F# ,
~6.8!







5~j¯ ^ 1 !~m ^ 1 !~S ^ a ^ 1 !@F~1 ^ v!F21# .
A quasi-Hopf ~super!algebra is said to be of trace type if there exists an invertible even
element uPA such that
S2~a !5uau21, ;aPA . ~6.9!
In the case A is quasitriangular with the R-matrix as in ~2.23! we have
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Proposition 5: The operator defined by
u5( S~Y nbS~Zn!!S~ei!aeiXn~21 !@ei#1@Xn# ~6.10!
satisfies (6.9). Moreover the inverse is given by
u215S2~u21!5( S21~Xn!S21~ae2i!e¯ iY nbS~Zn!~21 !@e¯ i#. ~6.11!
Proof: The nonsuper case was proven in Ref. 3. We here prove the super case. First observe








by ~2.5! and ~2.3!


































Applying mT@SS(ei)aei(21) @ei# ^ S# to Lemma 1~i!, one has














It remains to show that u is invertible. First, we have
Lemma 5:
S~a!u5( S~ei!aei~21 !@ei#5m~S ^ a!RT. ~6.14!
Proof: Note
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u ^ 15FmS S ^ ( S~ei!aei~21 !@ei#D ~m ^ 1 ! ^ 1 G
~1 ^ bS ^ 1 ^ 1 !~1 ^ T ^ 1 !~T ^ 1 ^ 1 !~F ^ 1 !






~1 !# !~@Y m#1@Y n#1@Z¯ s#1@Y¯ r#1@Zm
~1 !# !1@X¯ r#~@Zm#1@Zn#
1@Z¯ s#1@Y¯ r#1@Zm
~1 !# !1@X¯ s#~@Zm#1@Xn#!1@Y¯ s#~@Zn#1@Zm
~2 !# !1@Zm#@Xn#1@Zn#@Zm
~1 !#
1@Y¯ r#~@Zm#1@Xn#1@X¯ s#!. ~6.16!
By ~2.6!, one has






~1 !# !~@Y m#1@Y n#1@Z¯ s#1@Zm
~1 !# !
1@X¯ s#~@Zm#1@Xn#!1@Y¯ s#~@Zn#1Zm
~2 !#)1@Zm#@Xn#1@Zn#@Zm~1 !# . ~6.18!
By ~2.4!, one gets
u ^ 15( S~Xn~2 !Y mX¯ sbS~Y nZm~1 !Y¯ s!!S~ei!aeiXn~1 !Xm ^ ZnZm~2 !Z¯ s~21 !z¯





























Applying m(1 ^ S(a))T(1 ^ S) gives
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5( S~Z¯ s!S~a!S~X¯ sbS~Y¯ s!!~21 !@Z
¯
s#mTS ( S~ei!aei~21 !@ei# ^ S D ~Xm ^ Y me~Zm!!




5( S~X¯ sbS~Y¯ s!aZ¯ s!S~ei!aei~21 !@ei#5( S~ei!aei~21 !@ei# ~6.20!
by ~2.7!,
thus proving lemma 5.
Lemma 6:
u( S21~ae2i!e¯ i~21 !@ei#5a . ~6.21!
This lemma is easily proved with the help of ~6.13! and Lemma 5.
Now we are in a position to prove Proposition 5,
15( S~Xn!aY nbS~Zn!
by ~2.8!
5( S~Xn!uS21~ae2i!e¯ iY nbS~Zn!~21 !@e¯ i#
by Lemma 6
5u( S21~Xn!S21~ae2i!e¯ iY nbS~Zn!~21 !@e¯ i#
by ~6.13!
5S2S ( S21~Xn!S21~ae2i!e¯ iY nbS~Zn!~21 !@e¯ i#D u ~6.22!
by ~6.13!.
It follows that u is invertible, with u21 given by ~6.11!. This completes our proof for Propo-
sition 5.
Corollary 2: If A is a quasitringular quasi-Hopf (super) algebra, then A is of trace-type. In
particular S2(u)5u , and uS(u)5S(u)u is a central element.
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Below we assume that A is a quasi-Hopf ~super!algebra of trace type. Let V be finite-
dimensional ~graded! A-module. Then,
Proposition 6: jPA* defined by
j~a !5StrV~uS21~a!a !, ;aPA ~6.23!
determines an invariant linear form, and j¯PA* defined by
j¯~a !5StrV~u21S~b!a !, ;aPA ~6.24!
determines a pseudoinvariant linear form.
Proof: By means of ~6.9! and the ~super!trace property,
StrV~ab !5~21 !@a#@b#StrV~ba !, ;a ,bPA ~6.25!
one has, ;a ,bPA ,
j~Ad ab !5( StrV~uS21~a!a ~1 !bS~a ~2 !!!~21 !@b#@a~2 !#
5( StrV~S~a ~2 !uS21~a!a ~1 !b !~21 !@a~1 !#@a~2 !#
by ~6.25!
5( StrV~uS21~a ~2 !S21~a!a ~1 !b !~21 !@a~1 !#@a~2 !#
by ~6.9!
5( StrV~uS21~S~a ~1 !!aa ~2 !!b !
5e~a !StrV~uS21~a!b !
by ~2.5!
5e~a !j~b !. ~6.26!
Thus we have proved the first part of the proposition. The second part of the proposition is proved
in a similar fashion.
It immediately follows from Propositions 4 and 6 that one has
Proposition 7: Let p be the representation afforded by the finite-dimensional (graded)
A-module V . Suppose u5Sai ^ Bi ^ ciPA ^ End V ^ A obeys
~1 ^ p ^ 1 !~1 ^ D!D~a !u5u~1 ^ p ^ 1 !~1 ^ D!D~a !, ;aPA , ~6.27!
then
C5( StrV~uS21~a!BibS~ci!!ai ~6.28!
is a central element. Similarly if u¯5S a¯ i ^ B¯ i ^ c¯ iPA ^ End V ^ A satisfies
u¯ ~1 ^ p ^ 1 !~D ^ 1 !D~a !5~1 ^ p ^ 1 !~D ^ 1 !D~a !u¯ , ;aPA . ~6.29!
Then,
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C¯ 5( StrV~u21S~b!S~ a¯ i!aB¯ i!c¯ i ~6.30!
is a central element.
Corollary 3: Suppose v5Sv i ^ V iPA ^ End V satisfies
~1 ^ p!D~a !v5v~1 ^ p!D~a !, ;aPA . ~6.31!
Then the first equation of (6.8) implies that








is a central element. Similarly if v¯5SV¯ i ^ v¯ iPEnd V ^ A satisfies
~p ^ 1 !D~a !v¯5v¯~p ^ 1 !D~a !, ;aPA . ~6.33!
Then the second equation of (6.8) means that









is a central element.
Corollary 4: In the case that A is quasitriangular, one takes v5(RTR)m,mPZ . Then we
obtain the following families of Casimir invariants associated with RTR and its powers:
Cm5~1 ^ StrV!~1 ^ m !~1 ^ uS21~a! ^ bS !F21~~RTR!m ^ 1 !F ,
~6.35!
C¯ m5~StrV ^ 1 !~m ^ 1 !~u21S~b!S ^ a1 !F~1 ^ ~RTR!m!F21.
Remark: The above invariants are natural generalizations of those obtained in Refs. 12 and 13
to which they reduce in the case of normal Hopf ~super!algebras ~for which F51 ^ 1 ^ 1!.
VII. TWISTING INVARIANCE OF CENTRAL ELEMENTS C AND C¯
In this section we show that the trace-type central elements C and C¯ are invariant under
twisting. Associated with F, we have the twisted coassociator FF and in the quasitriangular case,
the twisted R-matrix RF . We write,
FF5( XnF ^ Y nF ^ ZnF ,
FF
215( X¯ nF ^ Y¯ nF ^ Z¯ nF ,
RF5( etF ^ eFt . ~7.1!
Lemma 7:
b5( f¯ibFS~ f¯i!, a5( S~ f i!aF f i. ~7.2!
This lemma is proven by direct computation by means of ~2.15!.
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Associated with a twist F on a quasitriangular quasi-Hopf ~super!algebra, we have the
u-operator in terms of the twisted structure, denoted uF ,






Theorem 4: The u-operator, given explicitly in Proposition 5, is invariant under twisting.
Proof: We compute uF . By ~2.14!, one has





r5@ f i#1~@ f j~1 !#1Xn#1@ f¯k#)~@ f i#1@ f j~2 !#1@ f j#1@ f¯k#1@Xn#!
1@ f j#~@ f¯k#1@Zn#!1@ f k#~@ f j#1@Zn#!1@ f j~2 !#~@ f¯k#1@Xn#!1@ f¯k#@Xn# . ~7.5!
By Lemma 7,
uF5( SS f i f j~2 !Y n f¯ ~1 !k bS~ f¯ ~2 !k S~ f jZn!!S~eFt !aFetF f i f j~1 !Xn f¯k~21 !@etF#1r,
5( S~ f i f j~2 !Y ne~ f¯k!bS~ f jZn!!S~eFt !aFetF f i f j~1 !Xn f¯k
3~21 !@et
F




#1@ f i#1@ f j#1@Xn#!
by ~2.6!
5( S~ f j~2 !Y nbS~ f jZn!!S~eFt f i!aFetF f i f j~1 !Xn
3~21 !@et
F
#1@ f i#1@Xn#1@ f i#@et
F






5( S~ f j~2 !Y nbS~ f jZn!!S~et!S~ f i!aF f iet f j~1 !Xn
3~21 !@et#1@Xn#1@ f






5( S~ f j~2 !Y nbS~ f jZn!!S~et!aet f j~1 !Xn
3~21 !@et#1@Xn#1@ f
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5( S~Y nbS~ f jZn!!S~et f j~2 !!aet f j~1 !Xn






#1@ f j#1@ f j#@Zn#
5( S~Y nbS~ f jZn!!S~et!S~ f j~1 !!a f j~2 !etXn~21 !@et#1@Xn#1@ f j#@et#1@ f j#1@ f j#@Zn#
by ~2.16!
5( S~Y nbS~ f jZn!!S~et!aete~ f j!Xn~21 !@et#1@Xn#
by ~2.5!
5( S~Y nbS~Zn!!S~et!aetXn~21 !@et#1@Xn#
by ~2.12!
5u . ~7.6!
Thus we end up with the same u-operator, independently of the twist applied.
Corollary 5:
S~u !S~b!5( eibS~ei!5m~b ^ S !R. ~7.7!
Proof: We apply Theorem 4 and Lemma 5 to the special case where F is the Drinfeld twist1
FD . In Ref. 14, we proved
S~b!5aFD, ~S ^ S !R5RFD. ~7.8!
Then from Lemma 5 and Theorem 4,
S~aFD!u5m~S ^ aFD!RFDT , ~7.9!
which gives rise to, on using ~7.8!,
S2~b!u5( S2~ei!S~b!S~ei!~21 !@ei#5S( eibS~ei!. ~7.10!
Namely,
( eibS~ei!5S21~u !S~b!5S~u !S~b!, ~7.11!
where we have used S2(u)5uuu215u .
The following result follows as a special case of Proposition 6 applied to the twisted quasi-
Hopf ~super!algebra structure.
Lemma 8: jFPA* defined by
jF~a !5StrV~uS21~aF!a !, ;aPA ~7.12!
determines a linear form invariant under the twisted quasi-Hopf (super) algebra structure. Simi-
larly j¯PA* defined by
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j¯F~a !5StrV~u21S~bF!a !, ;aPA ~7.13!
determines a pseudoinvariant linear form under the twisted structure.
Following Proposition 4, if uPA ^ 3 satisfies ~6.1! and u¯PA ^ 3 satisfies ~6.3!, then we have
trace type invariants
C5~1 ^ Str!~1 ^ m !~1 ^ uS21~a! ^ bS !u ,
C¯ 5~Str^ 1 !~m ^ 1 !~u21S~b!S ^ a ^ 1 !u¯ . ~7.14!
Lemma 9: Suppose uPA ^ 3 satisfies (6.1). Then,
uF[~1 ^ F !~1 ^ D!Fu~1 ^ D!F21~1 ^ F21! ~7.15!
also satisfies (6.1) for the twisted structure; viz.,
~1 ^ DF!DF~a !uF5uF~1 ^ DF!DF~a !, ;aPA . ~7.16!
Similarly if u¯PA ^ 3 satisfies (6.3). Then,
u¯F[~F ^ 1 !~D ^ 1 !Fu¯ ~D ^ 1 !F21~F21 ^ 1 ! ~7.17!
also satisfies (6.3) for the twisted structure; viz.,
~DF ^ 1 !DF~a !u¯F5u¯F~DF ^ 1 !DF~a !, ;aPA . ~7.18!
Proof: Applying (1 ^ F)(1 ^ D)F to the left and (1 ^ D)F21(1 ^ F21) to the right of ~6.1!
gives ~7.16!. Similarly, applying (F ^ 1)(D ^ 1)F to the left and (D ^ 1)F21(F21 ^ 1) to the right
of ~6.3!, one gets ~7.18!.
We thus arrive at the following central elements obtained by twisting those of ~7.14! with F:
CF5~1 ^ Str!~1 ^ m !~1 ^ uS21~aF! ^ bFS !uF ,
C¯ F5~Str^ 1 !~m ^ 1 !~u21S~bF!S ^ aF ^ 1 !u¯F . ~7.19!
We shall show that these invariants coincide precisely with those of ~7.14!. Namely,
Theorem 5: The trace type central elements (7.14) are invariant under twisting.
To prove this theorem, we first state
Lemma 10: ;aPA ,jPA ^ 3, we have
~ i ! ~1 ^ StrV!~1 ^ m !~1 ^ uS21~a! ^ bS !j~1 ^ D~a !!
5~1 ^ StrV!~1 ^ m !~1 ^ uS21~a! ^ bS !~1 ^ D~a !!j
5e~a !~1 ^ StrV!~1 ^ m !~1 ^ uS21~a! ^ bS !j ,
~ ii ! ~StrV ^ 1 !~m ^ 1 !u21S~b!S ^ a ^ 1)~D~a ! ^ 1 !j
5~StrV ^ 1 !~m ^ 1 !~u21S~b!S ^ a ^ 1 !j~D~a ! ^ 1 !
5e~a !~StrV ^ 1 !~m ^ 1 !~u21S~b!S ^ a ^ 1 !j ,
~ iii ! ~1 ^ StrV!~1 ^ m !~1 ^ uS21~aF! ^ bFS !j
5~1 ^ StrV!~1 ^ m !~1 ^ uS21~a! ^ bS !@~1 ^ F21!j~1 ^ F !# ,
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~ iv ! ~StrV ^ 1 !~m ^ 1 !~u21S~bF!S ^ aF ^ 1 !j~StrV ^ 1 !
3~m ^ 1 !~u21S~b!S ^ a ^ 1 !@~F21 ^ 1 !j~F ^ 1 !# . ~7.20!
Proof: This lemma is proven by direct computations using ~6.25!, ~6.9!, ~2.5!, and ~2.6!. For
demonstration, we show the details for proving some of the relations. Write j5Sxi ^ yi ^ zi
PA ^ 3. Then,
~1 ^ StrV!~1 ^ m !~1 ^ uS21~a! ^ bS !~1 ^ D~a !!j
5( ~1 ^ StrV!~xi ^ uS21~a!a ~1 !yibS~zi!S~a ~2 !!!~21 !@xi#~@a#1@a~2 !# !
5( ~1 ^ StrV!~xi ^ S~a ~2 !!uS21~a!a ~1 !yibS~zi!!)~21 !@xi#@a#1@a~1 !#@a~2 !#
by ~6.25!
5( ~1 ^ StrV!~xi ^ uS21~S~a ~1 !aa ~2 !!yibS~zi!!!~21 !@zi#@a#
by ~6.9!
5e~a !~1 ^ StrV!~1 ^ m !~1 ^ uS21~a! ^ bS !j ~7.21!
by ~2.5!.
Other relations in ~i! and ~ii! are proven similarly. We now prove ~iii!,
~1 ^ StrV!~1 ^ m !~1 ^ uS21~aF! ^ bFS !j
5( ~1 ^ StrV!~xi ^ uS21~ f¯ j!S21~a! f¯ jy i f kbS~zi f k!!~21 !@ f
¯ j#1@zi#@ f k#
by ~2.15!
5( ~1 ^ StrV!~xi ^ S~ f¯ j!uS21~a! f¯ jy i f kbS~zi f k!!~21 !@ f
¯ j#1@zi#@ f k#
by ~6.9!
5( ~1 ^ StrV!~xi ^ uS21~a! f¯ jy i f kbS~ f¯ jzi f k!!~21 !@ f
¯ j#~@yi#1@ f k# !1@zi#@ f k#
by ~6.25!
5~1 ^ StrV!~1 ^ m !~1 ^ uS21~a! ^ bS !@1 ^ F21!j~1 ^ F !]. ~7.22!
~iv! Can be proved in a similar fashion.
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 5. From ~7.19!, one has, by Lemma 10~iii! and
~7.15!,
CF5~1 ^ Str!~1 ^ m !~1 ^ uS21~a! ^ bS !@~1 ^ D!Fu~1 ^ D!F21#
5~1 ^ Str!~1 ^ m !~1 ^ uS21~a! ^ bS !@~1 ^ e!Fu~1 ^ e!F21#
by Lemma 10~i!
5~1 ^ Str!~1 ^ m !~1 ^ uS21~a! ^ bS !u
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Similarly, one can show C¯ F5C¯ . This completes the proof of Theorem 5.
In the quasitriangular case it is worth noting that when u, u¯ have the special form of ~6.7! with
v5(RTR)m,PmPZ, then their twisted analogues are given by
uF5FF
21~vF ^ 1 !FF , u¯F5FF~1 ^ vF!FF
21
, vF5~RFTRF!m, ~7.24!
which agree precisely with the prescription of Lemma 9. It follows, as a special case of Theorem
5, that the central elements of ~6.35! are invariant under twisting.
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